
n English rhythm has a tempo marked
by stress. 

n Spanish rhythm has a tempo marked
by syllables.
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n In English vocalic phonemes have two
particular features which don’t exist in 
Spanish and they contribute to the
different rhythmic feet:

n A) There are long and short vowels. So, 
some syllables will be longer than others.

n B) Vowels in unstressed syllables lose their
full tone and become /ɪ/, /ǝ/ and 
sometimes /ʊ/.



n On the other hand, Spanish vocalic 
phonemes have more or less the same 
length.

n The difference between tones of stressed 
and unstressed vowels is hardly 
perceptible.



An English rhythmic foot consists of a phonetic 
unit composed of a stressed syllable, which can 
be followed by one or several unstressed 
syllables. It finishes when there is another 
stressed syllable.

Ex. Tom / spoke to / John in the / morning.

Here we have four different rhythmic feet, which 
don’t have to do with syntactic or semantic 
categories.



Many linguists think that English connected 
speech is characterized by isochrony, that 
is, to leave the same period of time between 
two stressed syllables without taking into 
account the number of unstressed syllables 
between them.

This tendency can be seen in the reduction of 
unstressed syllables in isolated words or 
groups:

Ex. Every /ˈevrɪ/     should have /ˈʃʊdǝv/



n Main English rhythmic feet:

n Two syllables:
n Ex. Tell him, ask her, morning, happy.
n Ex. A book, her house, they must, I see.

n Three syllables:
n Ex. I did it, she told me, the blue one.
n Ex. Put it there, write her now, do it fast.
n Ex. In her house, at the time, if you please.
n Ex. Go with him, open it, what is it?



n Four syllables:
n Ex. Listen to John, give it to Pat.
n Ex. I think he does, I want to drink
n Ex. I’ve opened it, he looked at me. 

n Combined syllables:
n Ex. I never work at home at night.
n Ex. You can listen to Pat in her room.


